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Current distribution  (Kraemer et. al.)  with observations

Current Aegypti Map



Historical Aegypti Map



STUDY QUESTIONS

Is Europe suitable for aegypti?
Models suggest No -

but ?only because aren’t any currents record there, and models pattern match 
History suggests Yes -

and recently, so environment unlikely to have become totally unsuitable
Suggestion that introduction of piped water removed breeding sites

So looked at implications of historical distributions on predicted current suitability 



MODELLING 101

Spatial models rely on taking known relationships between the target variable (disease 
or vector) and a series of driver variables (e.g. climate) to calculate values for the target 
for places or times for which there is no previous information.  They  therefore 
extrapolate (or interpolate) known information (to fill gaps)



WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED
ABSENCES:   

Presence absence spatial modelling methods need absences,  which are 
rarely recorded in the field or reported in the literature.  They therefore have to 
be ‘generated’ (read ‘invented’)

Can be either assuming absent where not recorded as present (dodgy?),  
or use some logic to define areas known to be unsuitable and  assign absences 
there:  e.g.

Suitability defined by land 
cover, environmental limits 
and dispersal capability

Unsuitable land identifiable

Absences can be assigned to 
unsuitable areas

Note (pleasing) correspondence between suitability and observations



FINALLY

NOTE that spatial models usually only 80-85% correct

The numbers at the sample points have been ‘extrapolated’ to the whole mapped area. 
This can be done at any scale – from a city to the world,  provided you have enough 
sample points and the right predictor maps.  Should not extrapolate outside sampled 
environmental range. 

So with all that we can go from  points to maps



We modelled 1910 EUdistributions
Projected to  2015, and 2050

With and without human population
Extrapolated to USA to see if comparable

Modelled USA data for 2015 
With climate driven absences for 2015 and 1910

extrapolated to Europe to see if comparable

STUDY LOGIC



Comparable methods as other :

Presence absence,  Boosted regression trees, environmental covariates 
wordclim and calculated for 1910-1920 using multlipliers CRU historical 
data

Presences from 1910;   Absences in unsuitable areas defined for 1910, 
2015, 2050 by: 

Minimum temperatures < 6 or 7 months with max temp less than 14C  
Any month with max tem greater than 39C
Minimum precipitation less than 300
Altitude greater than 1300
Human population density less than 5/sq km  

MODELLING HISTORICAL DISTRIBUTION



HISTORICAL DISTRIBUTION  TRAINING DATA



Model with population in Covariate dataset

Model without  population in Covariate dataset

Models with all data 1884 - 2000 absences using > 6 months with >14C

EU HISTORICAL GOBAL MODELS, EXTENDED SUITABILITY



Model with population in Covariate dataset

Model without  population in Covariate dataset

Models with all data 1884 - 2000 absences using > 6 months with >14C

EU HISTORICAL GOBAL MODELS, EXTENDED SUITABILITY



1910 US Model without  population in Covariate dataset, 2015 climate

US HISTORICAL GOBAL MODELS, EXTENDED SUITABILITY



PROJECTIONS TO 2050

“1910” Models ,  
reduced suitability

“1910” Models ,  
extended suitability

Models without population in Covariate dataset

Models with all data 1884 - 2000 Projections to 2050



Projections of 1910 EU data to 2015 (and 2050) confirm EU 
still suitable

EU 1910 data predicts presence in US similar to present day

US data predicts EU suitable using 2015 and 1910

i.e. EU and USA both suitable  and more so in 2050.

BUT

Are no aegytpi in mainland Europe

WHY NOT?

MODEL TAKE HOME MESSAGE



a) Historical models overestimate distributions  Statistics good; 
models trained with historical EU and current US both show 
EU suitable 

b) Conditions in EU points of entry unsuitable or at wrong 
season;  maybe but likely to be many other potential 
introductiuons sites,  some of which will have been suitable 
(Algeciras, Barcelona, Marseilles etc etc)

c) Piped water reduces breeding sites.  US has piped water and 
aegypti.  Some indication that socioeconomic indicator may 
not be so important

d) EU control efforts prevent establishment.  Lots of control at 
POE,  and elsewhere but albopictus still spreading.  Most 
control efforts in wetlands – not aegypti habitats. 

e) Competition between albopictus and aegypti.  USA has both,  
and albopictus only been around in EU for 15 yrs,  why no 
aegypti before.  Also albopictus not widespread until 2005+,  
so couldn’t have stopped aegytpi before then.
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f) Potential EU invasive aegypti are phenotypically different.  
Invasive form is single lineage. EU and USA have cross 
validated spatial suitability.

g) Not enough breeding sites in EU.  Plenty for albopictus,  
environmentally suitable.

h) Ae. aegypti can’t establish and spread even if introduced.
May be true in northern Europe, but overwintering 
constraint not present in southern Europe

i) Less import pressure in EU.  Plenty of containers/travel from 
aegypti countries (including US!) into Europe, but may be 
wrong type (wooden hulls,  warm bodies better transport 
media).  Is evidence of transport in modern containers and 
planes.

j) All of the above.

YOU GOT ANY OTHERS???
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THANKS
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